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Python Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Welcome to the world of Python! Within this book, you will find a complete introduction to the language, including insider tips and tricks, and basic knowledge that you will need to get started. If you are a beginning Python programmer, you will find enough here to get you going. If you are an experienced Python programmer, you will likely find a...
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More iPhone 3 Development: Tackling iPhone SDK 3 (Beginning)Apress, 2009
Interested in iPhone development? Want to learn more? Whether you’re a self-taught iPhone development genius or have just made your way through the pages of Beginning iPhone 3 Development, we have the perfect book for you.

More iPhone 3 Development: Tackling iPhone SDK 3 digs deeper into Apple’s latest SDK....
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The Principles of Project Management (SitePoint: Project Management)SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2008

	
		The Principles of Project Management lays out clear steps that anyone can follow to get projects done right, and delivered on time.

	
		This full color book covers:

	Why Project Management is important The 6 fundamental truths of project management Getting started: Discovering, Initiating, Planning...
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Blender 2.5 HOTSHOTPackt Publishing, 2011

	With Blender 2.5 Hotshot you will take a tour around Blender 3D tools and discover the tight
	integration between them by working on projects covering many aspects of computer image
	generation, modeling, lighting, compositing, animation, and the game engine.


	Using a projects based approach you will learn fun and challenging...
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Autodesk Inventor 2012 and Inventor LT 2012 Essentials (Autodesk Official Training Guide: Essential)Sybex, 2011

	Essential guide to learning Autodesk Inventor and Inventor LT


	The new Essentials books from Sybex are beautiful, task-based, full-color Autodesk Official Training Guides that help you get up to speed on Autodesk topics quickly and easily. Inventor Essentials thoroughly covers core features and functions of...
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Modeling Financial Markets : Using Visual Basic.NET and Databases to Create Pricing, Trading, and Risk Management ModelsMcGraw-Hill, 2004


	Although this book follows the layout of a programming book, the

	underlying theme is financial modeling and quantitative trading

	system development. In a sense, this book really marries four

	disciplines—computer science, quantitative finance, trading strategy,

	and quality development—into one, financial engineering....
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Big Book of Apple Hacks: Tips & Tools for Unlocking the Power of Your Apple DevicesO'Reilly, 2008

	
	
		Ostensibly, you buy a computer or gadget to get something done. The something might be as
	
		simple as listening to MP3s you’ve ripped from your CD collection or as challenging as creating
	
		a full-length feature film. Apple is happy to sell you products to meet your needs. The trouble is
	
		your needs aren’t...
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Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services with MDX and DAX (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012

	Understand Microsoft's dramatically updated new release of its premier toolset for business intelligence


	The first major update to Microsoft's state-of-the-art, complex toolset for business intelligence (BI) in years is now available and what better way to master it than with this detailed book from key members of...
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Embedded Android: Porting, Extending, and CustomizingO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Looking to port Android to other platforms such as embedded devices? This hands-on book shows you how Android works and how you can adapt it to fit your needs. You’ll delve into Android’s architecture and learn how to navigate its source code, modify its various components, and create your own version of Android for your...
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Creating Flat Design WebsitesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and develop your own flat design websites in HTML with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn what flat design is and how you can create your own flat design projects
	
		Discover how to create flat designs without losing any functionality or ease of use.
	
		Learn how to develop...
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Beginning Fedora Desktop: Fedora 20 EditionApress, 2014

	Beginning Fedora Desktop: Fedora 20 Edition is a complete guide to using the Fedora 20 Desktop Linux release as your daily driver for multimedia, productivity, social networking, the GNOME 3 desktop, administrative tasks, and more. Author and Linux expert Richard Petersen delves into the operating system as a whole and offers you a...
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Jump Start FoundationSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		Get a Jump Start on building applications with Foundation today!

	
		Developed by Zurb, Foundation is a hugely popular CSS framework that's making the once-arduous process of crafting responsive web designs a breeze! Foundation was the first open-source front-end framework to be responsive, the first to be semantic, as...
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